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Whilst all care has been taken to ensure its accuracy and reliability, GIS and carsguide do not
warrant or represent that the information is accurate, reliable, complete, current or suitable for
any particular purpose. You should not use or rely upon this information without conducting an
independent assessment and valuation of the vehicle. To the maximum extent permitted by law,
GIS and carsguide exclude all liability for any direct, indirect, special or incidental loss, damage,
expense or injury resulting from, arising out of, or in connection with your use of or reliance
upon this information. Sorry, there are no cars that match your search. SUV, 4 doors, 7 seats.
Interested in a Holden Captiva? View all Holden Captiva models and configurations Read our
reviews of this car. Tech Specs Dimensions. Overall height: mm Overall length: mm Overall
width: mm Ground clearance unladen: mm Wheelbase: mm Kerb weight: kg Turning circle:
Front brakes: Disc - ventilated Rear brakes: Disc - ventilated. Front suspension: Anti Roll Bar,
coil spring, gas damper, macpherson strut Rear suspension: Anti Roll Bar, coil spring, gas
damper, multi-link system. Tyres and rims. Front tyre size: x55 R18 Front rim size: 18x7 inches
Rear tyre size: x55 R18 Rear rim size: 18x7 inches. Holden Captiva cars for sale. The crossover
straddles the entry-level SUV segments. The Theta platform also underpins the Opel Antara. On
13 September , Chevrolet announced that it is ending production on the first generation Captiva
and replacing it worldwide with the Equinox. The second generation Captiva, which is a
rebadged Baojun , was introduced in Colombia in November and Thailand in March It premiered
at Paris Motor Show. For the Captiva, the production version of the S3X, both five- or seven-seat
configurations are available. Side-curtain airbags are standard on higher luxury-level variants in
some markets. When the vehicle detects a loss of traction , the all-wheel drive mode is activated
automatically. In ordinary driving situations, only the vehicle's front wheels are used. A revised
Captiva range was released in the second quarter of The facelifted Captiva featured a new front
fascia reminiscent to that of the Chevrolet Aveo T Other noticeable cosmetic differences
included LED turn signals on the door-mounted mirrors, redesigned wheels, and revised side
air vents. The V6 engine was no longer sourced from Australia. The Captiva is powered by the
Australian Holden -built 3. South Korean cars were branded Daewoo Winstorm from The
Chevrolet Captiva was launched in Vietnam during From to July , 8, Captivas have been sold in
Vietnam. Captiva also featured the availability of self-levelling rear suspension, ESC, automatic
headlamps, and rain-sensing wipers. At the same time, Captivas fitted with the 2. On 23 June ,
Chevrolet Thailand unveiled the updated the Captiva using the new 2. New features include an
electric parking brake, climate control commands on the steering wheel; and later, the updated
2. The Captiva entered the Chinese market in early November The only available engine is the 2.
Production ended in GM launched the Chevrolet Captiva in Japan on 30 July , the first GM
model to be released there since the company's chapter 11 reorganisation in June Holden in
Australia and New Zealand have sold the vehicle under the " Holden Captiva " name between
November , after announcing the model the previous September. The base setup is the SX trim
with the 2. The CX and LX variants add all-wheel drive and offer the 3. All three engines are
paired with a six-speed automatic. Holden announced a minor model year update in July , the
centrepiece of which is the addition of flex-fuel capability for both petrol engines, thus allowing
them to accept E85 ethanol fuel. At the same time, the base SX received standard rear parking
sensors and the range-topping LX came additionally equipped with heated front seats and front
park assist. In the Middle East, the Captiva launched with two basic trims: one with the 2. Both
trims are seven-seaters and offer front-wheel drive. On 13 September , Chevrolet announced
that it is ending production on the first generation Captiva and will phase it out globally in favor
of expanding the Equinox. With the discontinuation of the Captiva, GM will allow dealers to sell
off the remaining inventory. The second generation Captiva is a rebadged version of Baojun It
was introduced in Colombia in November [6] and Thailand in March From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 2. See also: Holden Captiva. Main article: Baojun GM
Authority. Retrieved 23 March On sale in various international markets under the Chevrolet and
Holden brands, the crossover straddles the compact and midsize segments from a size
standpoint, while offering three rows of seating, a feature not offered by the North
American-market Chevy Equinox. Retrieved 1 April Uzbekistan Daily. Archived from the original
on 20 March Archived from the original on 6 July Retrieved 7 June Red Book. Automotive Data
Services. Paul Tan. Retrieved 29 January Web Wombat. Retrieved 8 June Archived from the
original on 16 February General Motors. Archived from the original on 5 March Web
Publications. New York City: Merrell. ISBN Wheels : â€” Archived from the original on 27
September Retrieved 24 May Euro NCAP. Retrieved 21 May GM Holden. Archived from the
original on 24 September Archived from the original on 1 September Retrieved 3 June Korea
Economic Daily in Korean. Archived from the original on 12 March Saigon Times Daily. Archived
from the original on 18 August Ward's Auto. Archived from the original on 31 May Retrieved 4
November Retrieved 18 February The Sunday Telegraph. Retrieved 22 January Red Book New

Zealand. Car Advice. The Sydney Morning Herald. Retrieved 25 July The Motor Report. Archived
from the original on 21 February Retrieved 9 July Retrieved 20 May Retrieved 6 July HeadLight
Magazine in Thai. Retrieved 1 March Retrieved 3 February Retrieved 24 October Retrieved 12
February Retrieved 11 February Daewoo Motors and GM Daewoo automobile timeline, sâ€” GM
Korea. A subsidiary of General Motors. Bolt Camaro Malibu Spark. Equinox Trailblazer Traverse
Trax. Damas Labo Colorado. Groove Trax Miray Musiro. Category Commons. Chevrolet
vehicles. Established in , a division of General Motors since Links to related articles. Holden , a
marque of General Motors , automobile timeline, â€” Astra Commodore. Equinox Trailblazer
Trax Acadia. Edward Holden James Alexander Holden. Categories : Chevrolet vehicles Cars
introduced in s cars s cars Compact sport utility vehicles Crossover sport utility vehicles
Front-wheel-drive vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles GM Korea vehicles. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact crossover SUV.
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive. GM Theta platform. City car. Matiz Creative.
Lacetti Premiere. Polonez Kombi. Royale Series. Compact MPV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV.
Winstorm MaXX. Mid-size SUV. Subcompact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover
SUV. Full-size crossover SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer.
Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. Compact pickup. LUV D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup.
Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express. Barina Spark MJ. Spark MP. Barina SB. Barina XC.
Barina TK. Barina TM. Astra LD. Nova LG. Astra TR. Astra TS. Viva JF. Astra Sedan BL. Torana
HB. Gemini RB. Astra AH. Volt EV. Astra PJ. Astra BK. Vectra ZC. Epica EP. Malibu EM. Insignia
GA. Tigra XC. Piazza YB. Calibra YE. Cascada CJ. Rodeo KB. Rodeo TF. Colorado RG. Scurry
NB. Combo SB. Combo XC. Panel van FJ. Shuttle WFR. Zafira TT. Subcompact SUV. Drover QB.
Cruze YG. Trax TJ. Frontera UT. Frontera UE. Equinox EQ. Acadia AC. Jackaroo UBS Suburban
K8. Cars Astra Commodore. Holden - Captiva - Sales Brochure - - Holden - Captiva - Sales
Brochure - - 2. We'll send you a quick email a new Holden Captiva document is added. Spam
free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Donations are totally optional, if you can't afford a few
dollars right now please don't feel pressured, but if you can Pretty please could you help? Show
full PDF. Get your hands on the complete Holden factory workshop software. Check out our
popular Holden Captiva Manuals below:. PDF See All. Summary of Content. The new-look
Captiva introduces a range of exterior aesthetic and feature upgrades to present a fresh new
look whilst still delivering the exceptional customer value Holden and Captiva is renowned for.
In addition to exterior upgrades, Captiva also receives an interior overhaul. The large SUV
continues to offer a choice of three engines 2. Petrol Engine o LNQ - 2. If repair or replacement
is necessary, additional charges may apply in accordance with the Lifetime Capped Price
Servicing terms and conditions. A Extended periods of idling or low speed operation. C Driving
for long period in cold temperatures or driving regularly for short distances only. D Caravan or
trailer towing. Instrument cluster now incorporates Driver information. Interior cluster colour
change from Ice Blue to White. The Accept Call button is used to accept an incoming call or
may be used to initiate an outgoing call. The End Call button is used to end the current call or
decline an incoming call. This button may also be used to mute the radio. When muted, press
the button again to resume playing. The Source SRC button allows the driver to change the
radio stations based on the favourites saved in the system. Pressing the button allows the user
to select the source radio, USB or Aux. Toggling the button up selects either the next favourite
or the next track. Toggling the button down selects either the previous favourite or the previous
track. The volume buttons allow the driver to increase or decrease the volume of the radio. The
locations and functions of the controls may vary by region and trim level on the vehicle. Both
USB ports can be utilised at the same time but only one device will be able to connect to the
MyLink system. The first device to be connected will have full functionality with the second
device only being charged. Cast iron block, aluminium head. Highpressure Common rail diesel
injection 3. Twin knock control sensors with individual cylinder adaptive control. Spark Ignition
Direct Injection. Displacement cc : Compression ratio: Able to haul a 2,kg tow load braked trailer
, the 3. The secondary location is the oil filter bowl 2. The second digit is the model year. The
third digit identifies the assembly plant. The engine block is marked with the VIN on a pad area
on the left rear side or centre lower right side 1. When selected, the transmission will up-shift
sooner and downshift later, the torque converter will lock up sooner and stay on longer, and the
accelerator pedal will be less sensitive. Available only with automatic transmission. Normally,
the vehicle is driven from the front wheels only, resulting in improved fuel economy compared
with traditional four wheel drive systems. Front: MacPherson strut, gas pressurised dampers,
stabiliser bar. Rear: Independent four-link, gas pressurised dampers, stabiliser bar. On the rear
wheels, conventional absorbers are replaced by a compact self-levelling shock absorber. All
elements such as the oil reservoir, pressure accumulator, pump, height sensor, control

mechanism, and the damping unit of the self-pumping, hydropneumatic levelling system are
completely integrated into the damper. When a load is placed in the rear of the vehicle, the
suspension is lifted upward to its previous unloaded level as the vehicle is driven. Depending
on road conditions, the fully loaded vehicle attains its nominal ride height after only a few
hundred meters. The same locations are also given for service lifting. The SSPS system varies
the driver effort required to steer as the vehicle speed changes. The SSPS control module is
mounted to a metal bracket half way down the steering column. The SSPS actuator is located in
the power steering valve body on the steering rack. Inside the base of the power steering valve
body is a large electromagnetic coil. Just above the coil is an inner and outer pole assembly.
The outer pole is attached to the spool shaft and the inner pole is attached to the pinion. LED
Headlamps provide safer daytime driving whie giving the Captiva a modern, sleek feel,
complementing the newly designed front facia. Fold down both second and third row seats and
you now have a massive litre space at your disposal. Flat cargo space Flat folding third and
second row seats means a flat cargo space. So regardless of the seating configuration, you can
easily move items into place. Folding front passenger seat Need to bring home something big?
Something really big? Fold down the front passenger seat as well, and your Captiva will safely
carry objects up to 2. The SBZA warning display will light up in the corresponding outside side
mirror and will flash if the turn signal is on. The SBZA sensor covers a zone of approximately
one lane over from both sides of the vehicle, or 3. The height of the zone is approximately
between 0. This zone starts at approximately the middle of the vehicle and goes back 5 m 16 ft.
A red warning triangle with an arrow may also display on the RVC screen to warn of traffic
coming from either direction, behind the vehicle. When an object is detected, three beeps sound
on the left or right side, depending on the direction of the detected vehicle. This system detects
objects coming from up to 20 m 65 ft from the left or right side behind the vehicle. Use caution
while backing up when towing a trailer, as the RCTA detection zones that extend out from the
back of your vehicle do not move further back when a trailer is towed. Active Rollover
Protection Should it detect excessive body roll during cornering or a lane change, Active
Rollover Protection applies braking to each wheel as required, with extra brakeforce directed to
those wheels with most grip. The system monitors body roll and automatically initiates braking
counter measures if required. Engaging automatically on gradients, it keeps the vehicle
stationary after the brake is released, giving you time to use the accelerator to pull away.
Descent Control System Captiva's Descent Control System is activated with the touch of a
button, limiting downhill speed via engine control and automatic braking. It enables smooth,
controlled hill descents and allows the driver to concentrate primarily on steering.
Self-contained load-sensitive rear shock absorbers automatically adjust to the load and road
conditions, giving you a superior ride. These include curtain airbags for front and left and right
second seat occupants, plus driver and front passenger front and side airbags. These vehicles
use the Global A electrical architecture. It shares is origins with a few other GM products
including the Cadillac family and it features a mechanical key contained within the transmitter
for use in case of a flat transmitter battery. To access the menu, place the vehicle in Park and
with odometer button, to enter personalisation. When passively opening a locked door or the
rear compartment, you must have a programmed transmitter with you in your pocket, purse, or
briefcase. When the customer presses a door handle button or rear compartment touch pad, the
antenna sends out a challenge to the keyless entry transmitter. If the transmitter is within range
and receives the challenge, the transponder will send a coded response to the RCDLR. The
driver is able to start the vehicle with the turn of a keyless cylinder located on the right hand
side of the steering column. To start the vehicle the knob is pushed in, rotated clockwise held in
the START position with foot brake applied until engine starts. A selection of key Genuine
Accessories are listed below and available from all Holden dealers. A specific Captiva wiring
harness and switch must be used. Reasons for rejection of Captiva can be attributed directly to
reviews on poor vehicle quality. This failure has been significant over a long period of time. Fix:
The most recent breakpoint has all but eliminated the issue!! The breakpoint for the fix was in
April and the latest mature data point shows zero failures post breakpoint. Although the
purchase is a joint decision, the role of each parent differs in the purchase journey. Target
buyers are tech savvy â€” They are up to date with digital mediums email, Facebook, blogs and
online reviews etc. Purchase decision triggered by life stage event â€” eg Impending arrival of a
new baby. Get notified when we add a new Holden Captiva Manual Notify me. Get notified when
we add a new HoldenCaptiva Manual. Notify me. We cover 60 Holden vehicles, were you looking
for one of these? Thanks for visiting my little site! Can you help keep us online? Or add your
coupon if you have it? Thank you for visiting OnlyManuals. Select cars to compare from your
search results or vehicle pages. Pro Seven seats; clever interior; good with smartphones. Con
Firm ride; dated, AEB not available. By David Bonnici 08 Nov By David Bonnici 03 Nov The

range-topping Kluger brings a lot of wagon for the money, but is it enough to see off newer
large-SUV rivals? By David Bonnici 31 Oct By Tony O'Kane 19 Oct Powered by. My Garage 0
Compare Cars. Select cars to compare from your search results or vehicle pages Ok. Gallery
Facebook Twitter Google Plus Mail. Overall Rating 0 3 out of 5 stars. Technology 3 out of 5
stars. What stands out? It has effective turbo-diesel and V6 petrol engines, a high level of
standard equipment, and smartphone integration via Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. Newer
Captivas are also available as used-car bargains, so this review includes all variants, including
those no longer available as new by November What might bug me? Perhaps concerns about
safety for the rearmost passengers. Head-level curtain airbags protect passengers in front and
second-row seats from side impacts, but do not cover those in the third row. Driving after a
puncture. If you do not option the spare tyre there is a standard repair kit. If buying a used
Captiva be sure to check whether or not it has a spare tyre. What body styles are there?
Five-door SUV-style wagon only. All seat seven. Previously, the least costly of the LS variants
seated only five. The Captiva comes in front-wheel drive and all-wheel drive versions. It is
classified as a large SUV, lower priced. What features do all Captivas have? Steering wheel and
voice controls for your phone and the sound system. Cruise control and a leather-wrapped
steering wheel, adjustable for height and reach. Headlamps which switch on automatically at
night or in tunnels. Automatic transmission, and seating for seven. Dual-zone air-conditioning
which allows the driver and front passenger to set temperatures independently. Windows tinted
to reduce sun penetration. Daytime running lamps illuminated by power-efficient LEDs, which
make you more visible to other drivers. Smart key entry, which allows you to unlock the car by
pressing a button on any door provided that the key is nearby for example, in a pocket or bag. A
reversing camera, and rear parking sensors. Aluminium alloy wheels they are lighter and more
stylish than steel wheels. Six airbags. Anti-lock brakes, and electronic stability control - which
can prevent or help control a skid. For the placement of airbags, and more on Captiva safety
features, please open the Safety section below. Captivas sold after July are covered by a
five-year unlimited kilometre warranty. Prior to that the Captiva was covered by a three-year,
,km warranty. Which engine uses least fuel, and why wouldn't I choose it? The 2. For power, the
diesel occupies the middle ground between the hard-pressed 2. One reason you might not get
the diesel in an LS is that it costs more to purchase and to service than the 2. But it is better to
drive. A reason why you might not get the diesel in an LT or LTZ is that it also costs more to
purchase than the petrol V6 available in those models, which arguably is a better powerplant for
the Captiva. The V6 is smoother and more powerful. But it uses about 25 per cent more fuel than
the diesel even in the official tests, and the difference will be greater if you access its extra
acceleration around town, in hilly terrain or when towing. The petrol Captiva LS is available in
front-wheel drive, five-seat form with a six-speed manual gearbox. A six-speed auto gearbox is
optional. All other Captivas come only with a six-speed automatic gearbox. Power outputs and
all other Holden Captiva specifications are available from the Cars Covered menu, under the
main image on this page. What key features do I get if I spend more? Spending as little as
possible on a Captiva will get you a Captiva LS, with cloth seat trim, inch wheels, and the 2.
Spend more and you can have the stronger diesel engine. It comes only with the 2. Again, only
the front wheels are driven. Spending more again for a Captiva LT brings you all-wheel drive
and the option of specifying the more powerful V6 petrol engine or the diesel. The seat trim
reverts to cloth, however. The most expensive Captiva, the LTZ, has inch wheels fitted with
tyres of an even lower profile. Parking sensors have been added at the front. The LTZ also gains
two active safety features : a blind spot alert, which warns of other vehicles alongside out of
view, and a rear cross-traffic alert, which helps you avoid carpark bingles. Did any upgrade have
a down side? The ride in an LTZ is slightly less comfortable than in other models because of its
big, low-profile tyres. Those tyres could also cost more to replace. White and red were the only
standard colours, with all others costing extra. How comfortable is the Captiva? Some drivers
might prefer bigger numerals on the speedo and tacho, but most controls in the cabin are easy
to reach and use. While most new cars have audio controls on the steering wheel, the Captiva
also has ventilation controls, further reducing the need to take a hand off the wheel. But the
seat bases are quite long, for decent under-thigh support. The large-diameter leather-wrapped
steering wheel feels unwieldy at first and yet the steering is still quite heavy around town and
when parking. However, the weighting helps it feel responsive and reassuring at freeway
speeds. Firm suspension on the Captiva means you feel bumps more than you would in most
other vehicles of this size and weight. Grumbling from the four-cylinder diesel engine when it is
idling intrudes into the cabin, which is a quiet place otherwise. The four-cylinder petrol is
smoother but gets noisy when driven hard. The V6 is the smoothest engine of the three. What
about safety in a Holden Captiva? Anti-lock brakes, stability control, six airbags, a reversing
camera, auto-on headlights, and LED daytime running lights which help other drivers see you ,

are part of the safety package on all Captivas. There are two airbags directly in front of the
driver and front passenger; side airbags to protect the two front occupants at chest level from
side crashes; and side-curtain airbags running alongside the front and middle-row seats, which
protect heads from side impacts. The curtain airbags protecting the heads of front and rear
passengers do not cover those in the third row of seats, however. The Captiva LTZ only has a
blind-spot alert, which warns you if another car is alongside when you prepare to change lanes.
And its rear cross-traffic alert adds some safety when backing out of parking spaces, by letting
you know if a car is about to cross behind you. Autonomous emergency braking is not available
on any Captiva. I like driving - will I enjoy this car? The four-cylinder petrol engine is short on
power for propelling such a big car. You may find yourself pushing the accelerator pedal a long
way just to keep up with traffic in a petrol Captiva LS or LS Active. That can also keep the
transmission busy, as it changes gears frequently in an attempt to maximise acceleration.
Throw in high noise levels when you drive it hard and this is the least satisfying engine on offer.
The diesel engine, available in all Captivas, feels noticeably stronger when climbing hills or
carrying a full load. It takes a moment or two to develop power when you accelerate from a
standstill. Nevertheless it is short on grunt when you first press the accelerator at cruising
speeds, needing to be spun fairly hard before satisfying acceleration arrives. The bigger tyre
and wheel combinations provide more grip and cornering accuracy. However in all versions
there is mild kickback from the steering if you encounter bumps in the middle of a corner.
All-wheel drive versions of the Captiva are light-duty off-roaders designed mainly for on-road
use. Should you venture off road without the optional spare tyre, you could be left with a
puncture that is not repairable with the supplied repair kit. How is life in the rear seats? The
middle row seats offer plenty of head and leg room for adults. And having an almost flat floor
and wide centre seat means getting three adults across the rear is not the compromise it can be
in some other big SUVs. As with many big SUVs, the three child-seat anchor points are set up
for the middle row of seats. That makes it hard to get people into the third row of seats when the
child seats are fitted. How is it for carrying stuff? With all seven seats in use, the remaining boot
space is tiny: expect to fit a couple of soft overnight bags. With the third row seats folded, the
boot floor is fairly high but broad and long, making it good for prams or plenty of luggage. The
floor also matches up with folded middle row seats to create a long, flat cargo area behind the
front seats if required. Folding the seats is easy, too, with each requiring the pull of a single
lever. You can also fold the middle-row seat-bases up against the backs of the front seats,
making a deep well ideal for, say, sliding small bikes across the car. The diesel and V6 petrol
versions are rated to tow the biggest trailers, with claimed capacity of kg. The four-cylinder
petrol models are rated at only kg. Where was the Captiva made? All Captivas were produced in
South Korea. What might I miss that similar cars have? More grunt with less thirst, from a
turbocharged petrol engine. The Mazda CX-9 offers this, for example. Automatic emergency
braking, which can apply the brakes if the car detects a looming obstacle ahead â€” typically
another car that has slowed suddenly. A power-operated tailgate, which can be raised or
lowered with the press of a button. Curtain airbags that cover all three rows of seats, as fitted to
the Acadia, Kluger, CX-9, and Pathfinder, for example. I like this car, but I can't choose which
version. Can you help? The Captiva LS represents seven-seat value and does without the
additional weight of the four-wheel drive system. But we would opt for the diesel engine, which
is more fuel efficient and nicer to drive than the four-cylinder petrol. At the time of writing in
November , the Captiva had been replaced by the Acadia, resulting in runout pricing with
discounts and below retail drive-away deals. It proved to be a successful model for Holden
since first arriving in , before becoming the Captiva 7 with a major update in distinguishing it
from the smaller Captiva 5. There were minor tweaks every months, including some changes to
equipment levels early in In January , Holden revived the original Captiva nameplate, dropping
the 7 from the name and the Captiva 5 from the range. The refreshed seven-seat Captiva gained
a restyled nose, a 7. Blind-spot and rear cross-traffic warnings were added to the LTZ. About
August Holden dropped the five-seat option and manual transmission from the LS trim level, so
that seven seats and an auto gearbox became standard for the model year. A five-seater named
the Equinox replaced the five seat-Captiva in December , while the seven-seat Acadia sealed its
fate in October Recommended Articles. Reviews WhichCar. Tesla payment system hack costs
buyers big. Nissan recalls R52 Pathfinder over towbar issue. Hyundai Pony EV concept shows
off retro style.

